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Britjsh surveyors and mountaineering parties have explored 
and climbed in the Karakoram and Himalaya for the last 

• 
70 years or more. During this period up to 1929, we know of 
only one German party, the Schlagintweits, which, in the 
'sixties, accomplished anything. It seems likely, therefore, 
that the recent German Kangchenjunga and Nanga Parbat 
expeditions have ' relied to a great extent ' to an infinitely 
greater extent on British Himalayan experiences.3 

Moreover, a contemplated British expedition to Nanga 
Parbat in 1932 was withdrawn by its leader so as to leave the 
Germans a fair field. Further, we would ask Der Bergsteiger 
how far the German invasions of 1929, 1930, 1931 and 1932 
would have progressed beyond Darjeeling or Srinagar, had they 
not ' relied to a great extent ' on British assistance and British 
porters. 

Herr Bauer has gracefully and thoroughly acknowledged this 
indebtedness both in his articles and in his book. The same 
tributes have been paid by Dr. Dyhrenfurth and Herr Merkl. 

We will go further still, and state that British mountaineers 
have 'followed ' Herr Bauer's heroic Kangchenjunga struggles 
with the keenest sympathy, that when he found himself com
pelled to retreat for the second time, we felt for his gallant 
party as we should have felt had it been a British expedition 
concerned. Finally, we would add that we are confident that 
German mountaineers will ' without bitterness ' and with equal 
pleasure with ourselves, learn of the 1933 expedition's ' possible 
victory ' not over an ' eight-thousander ' as such is an un
worthy obsession without value of any kind but over the 
'world's greatest mountain,' be the height what it may. 

E. L. STRUTT. 

RETREAT oF THE IcE IN THE CANADIAN CoRDILLERA. 

BY A.RTHUR 0. WHEELER. 

N 1885 the last spike of the Canadian Pacific Railway, a gold 
one, was driven by Sir Donald A. Smith, the late Lord Strath

cona and Mount Royal, at Craigellachie in the Gold Range. It was 
the signal for an inflow of explorers and scientists, come to spy out 
the innermost recesses of the Main and Selkirk Ranges of the 
Canadian Rockies. And well worthy they were of such explora-

3 It will be understood, of course, that British and German expedi
tions only are under discussion. 
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tion, for Nature had bestowed upon them in a most lavish manner, 
with characteristics entirely their own, all that goes to delight the 
eye of a mountain enthusiast: broad U-shaped valleys in the Main 
Range, deep, sharp-cut, V-shaped valleys in the older formations 
of the Selkirks, filled with primeval forests of pine, spruce, cedar, 
hemlock and fir, rising to balsams and golden larch below the sunny 
alplands. In the recesses of the forests are hidden gloriously coloured 
glacial lakes, so_brilliant in their blues and greens that they show 
like rare gems. Torrents thunder in the depths, waterfalls leap 
from great heights and, over all, a super-architecture of rugged 
rock peaks, clad with ice and snow, stretches for hundreds of miles 
in ttn apparently endless array. In every direction amidst the peaks 
are icefields, glaciers and cascading icefalls so numerous and far
reaching as to bewilder an observer at the summit of a high peak. 

It did not take long for the great railway company to realize the 
opportunity, and charming little chalets soon arose to harbour the 
earlier arrivals: Glacier House near Rogers Pass at the summit of 
the Selkirks, Mt. Stephen House below Mt. Stephen at Field, and 
the delightful little chalet at Lake Louise. All these began in a 
modest way and gradually expanded until that at Lake Louise 
assumed the dignity of a chateau and, to-day, hundreds of windows 
gaze upon the glorious blue of the lake with its magnificent setting 
of glaciers, crags, precipices and towering snow-covered heights. 

Glacier House, then a small chalet, was built in 1886. It nestled 
in a recess at the base of Mt. Abbott, where the torrents of the 
Illecillewaet and the Asulkan met in the twilight shades of a semi
tropical forest, rushing and roaring with tremendous power on their 
way to the mighty Columbia River, some forty miles distant towards 
the setting sun. Directly opposite the site of the hotel, now gone, 
a white-water cascade drops almost sheer for 1200 ft. from an amphi
theatre below Eagle Peak. A mile away the great rock monolith 
of Mt. Sir Donald rises 6500 ft. into the sky to an altitude of 10,808 ft. 
above the sea. 

lllecillewaet Glacier. 

The writer first saw the Illecillewaet Glacier in 1890. It was then 
a super-attraction to passengers on the daily trains from the Atlantic 
to the Pacific. As the trains stopped at the station, close by the 
hotel, their inmates poured on to the platform and gazed in awe and 
wonder at the wildly-broken cascade of ice falling 3000 ft. from sky
line into the primeval forest below. The question, 'How deep is 
the ice 1 ' was always asked, and those who always knew about 
such things would reply, ' At least a thousand feet.' Alas for the 
littleness of human knowledge! Now, its glories have vanished 
and the recession of the ice has left a steep fa9ade of ragged, broken 
rock cliffs. The glacier has its source in the Illecillewaet Neve, a 
field of ice some 10 sq. miles in area. 
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EARLIEST EXPLORERS. 

The first to explore· the vicinity of Rogers Pass and to make a 
topographical survey and map of the mountains and glaciers sur
rounding Glacier House was that witty Irishman, the Rev. William 
Spotswood Green, .F.R.G.S., A.U., author of a most delightful book 
entitled, Among the Selkirk Glaciers. He came in 1888 and at 
Donald at the eastern base of the Range, then a divisional point of 
the railway, he hired an old-timer, a prospector, to assist him with 
his surveys. Shortly after, the prospector came to him and said 
that, having heard Mr. Green was a parson, he could not go. He 
liked him well enough as a boss, but he could not possibly keep from 
swearing for a whole month. On one occasion afterwards Mr. Green 
had trouble with a refractory pack-horse, which threw itself down 
with its legs in the air and, using a valuable sextant loaned by the 
Royal Geographical Society as an axis, spun around. The sextant 
was wrecked and Mr. Green then said that if the man from Donald 
had been there he would have given him a full five minutes without 
interruption. · 

As part of his survey work Green marked a number of reference 
rocks in the terminal moraine of the glacier and made measurements 
from them to the ice, but they were of little practical use as he made 
no further observations. Spasmodic records of a similar nature were 
made from time to time by transient visitors, but the first and only 
systematic series of observations were made by George Vaux, jun., 
\Villiam S. Vaux, and Mary M. Vaux of Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania. 
They visited the Selkirks in 1887, marked a number of rocks and 
made measurements to the nearest ice. Subsequently, they made 
a detailed rna p of the forefoot of the glacier and of its morainal bed, 
which was published by the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila
delphia. The map and an article written by Geroge Vaux, jun., 
and William S. Vaux appear in the 1907 issue of the Canadian 
Alpine Journal. It shows the rocks marked from time to time by 
the Vaux observers and by others. 

In 1887 a large, peculiarly shaped mass of rock, partly embedded 
in the ice, was marked and is shown on the map as' Rock E.' Photo
graphic records were obtained from the same viewpoint, a rock 
marked 'W' on the map, from time to time, and the records con
tinued at more or less regular intervals up to 1910 (see Canadian 
Alpine Journals for 1907, 1909, 1910 and 1911). A final rock was 
marked' Vaux 1910,' from which the nearest ice was 162ft. distant. 
Trigonometric measurements were also made of the surface flow of 
the ice of the forefoot by means of metal plates set at intervals 
across it. 

In 1931 the Alpine Club of Canada organized a little expedition 
to visit and check up some of the more important glaciers of the 
Main and Selkirk Ranges that had been systematically observed. 
The party consisted of the President, H. E. Sampson, the Hon. 
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Treasurer, A. S. Sibbald, and the writer. They visited the 
Illecillewaet Glacier and found the Vaux 1910 rock. It was not 
possible to measure to the nearest ice, but by triangulation it was 
ascertained that the ice had receded 2730 ft . from the rock, or 
2568 ft. in a period of twenty-one years. Owing to the very thick 
growth of alders over the t erminal moraine, and the ravages caused 
by torrential cloudbursts, no measurement could be made to RockE, 
but the distance was estimated to exceed 600 ft., and the total 
retreat from that rock since 1887, when it was partly buried in the 
ice, was roughly put at three-quarters of a mile. It will be noticed 
that since 1910 the recession has nearly doubled, due probably in 
large measure to the fact that the ice covering was but a thin veneer 
over the steep rock bed. 

Asulkan Glacier. 

The valley of the Asulkan Glacier is, in the opinion of the writer, 
the most beautiful in the Selkirks. A rushing white-water torrent, 
primeval forest, waterfalls from great heights, hanging glaciers, 
cascading icefalls and snow-crowned peaks mantled by white, 
cumulus clouds are its leading features. Some 4 miles from the 
junction with the Illecillewaet Torrent is the ice of the glacier, 
flowing from the Asulkan Icefield and Pass. At one time it was 
largely of the Piedmont type and was fed by numerous cliff and 
hanging glaciers along the sides of the valley. Now it has shrunk 
beyond such souree of supply and is fed directly from the icefield. 
The cirque at the head of the valley is wonderfully spectacular. A 
tramp across the neve of about a mile leads to the summit of the 
pass, from whence a glorious panorama spreads southward over the 
Dawson, Bishops and Purity Ranges, presenting a wild confusion of 
tumbling icefalls, glaciers, glacierettes and snow-covered massifs. 

Some grassy alps at the summit of the pass provide a special 
feeding ground for Rocky Mountain goats, and the frequency with 
which they have been seen here and along the sides of the valley 
is responsible for the name 'Asulkan,' which is the Indian for 'wild 
goat.' The ice:field is much crevassed and requires care when 
travelling on it. While surveying and mapping the region for the 
Canadian Government, I had to back-paek supplies across the pass 
to camps beyond. One of the packers was known to us as ' the 
polite Englishman.' He always had a pleasant remark or answer. 
On a certain occasion, when leading across the icefield, he was next 
to me on the rope. Suddenly, I vanished into a crevasse, fortunately 
only up to my shoulders. I turned to him and said, ' Hello ! I 'm 
in a crevasse.' He promptly replied, ' Indeed, sir ! it was clever 
of you to find it.' 

Observations by the Vaux observers are the only ones that have 
been continued periodically. They were begun in 1899 and were 
similar to those of the Illecillewaet Glacier. In 1931 our problem 
was to find one of their marked rocks. This proved easier than had 
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been expected. In the 1909 issue of the Canadian Alpine Journal 
an illustration of the Asulkan Glacier by George Vaux, jun., shows 
the position of the ice in 1906. It was nearly opposite a large 
boulder in the left lateral moraine, as shown by a white arrow. It 
was a simple matter to identify this rock on the ground, and an offset 
from. it enabled one of the Vaux rocks, marked in red paint with a 
circle and the words ' V a ux 1909, 8/20,' to be found, shown by a 
white double arrow. The extreme ice tongue was then 62 ft. distant. 

Plwto, A . S. Sibbald.] 
ASULKAN GLACIER. 

Showing icefall, tongue and moraines in 1931. 

It would appear from a statement by George Vaux in the 1910 
Canadian Alpine Jou/rnal that between 1906 and 1909 there had 
been a dist inct advance of the ice, which would account for its being 
nearly in the same position in I 909. 

In 1931 measurement was made by the Alpine Club party from 
the nearest ice to the Vaux 1909 rock and the distance found to be 
1400 ft., equivalent to a retreat of 1338 ft. in the elapsed period of 
twenty-two years. 

MAIN RANGE. 

Victoria Glacier. 

Chateau Lake Louise, the Canadian Pacific Railway's magnificent 
hotel, is situated directly at the foot of the lake. From its windows 
one gazes at a sheet of intense blue, varying from rich turquoise 
to bright cerulean, according to the amount of silt carried into the 
lake by the torrent from the Victoria Glacier filling the valley to the 
S. The lake bed, dammed in by an ancient moraine, is one and a 
half miles long by three-eighths of a mile wide, and the ice has 
retreated a mile or more farther S. En route the ice has deposited 
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a great ('bear-den') moraine, estimated by Sherzer to have been 
deposited many centuries ago ; and in truth the name ' bear-den ' 
is most appropriate, for the dark and eerie openings between the 
immense blocks of which it is formed are most suggestive of grizzly 
bears. 

The glacier flows between the precipitous walls of a rock gorge 
known as the Death Trap, a name due to dangers from avalanches 
falling from the cliff and hanging glaciers along the upper heights of 
Mts. Victoria and Lefroy, by which the main ice flow is fed. The 
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VICTORIA GLACIER IN 1931. 

Mt. Victoria. 
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Showing moraine-covered surface and ice depression where torrent now issues . 

Lefroy Glacier, heading in an amphitheatre N. and E. of Mt. Lefxoy, 
joins the Victoria Glacier not far from its terminal point. 

Messrs. Vaux and Miss Vaux conducted observations of the glacier 
from 1887 to 1910, but they have always been unsatisfactory owing 
to the very large amount of rock detritus with which the forefoot is 
covered, and the consequent difficulty of locating its terminal point. 
The illustration shows the moraine-covered surface extending up 
to and beyond the junction of the Lefroy Glacier. 

Within the period of observation, twenty-three years, there has 
been a steady retreat and shrinkage of the forefoot, but owing to the 
rock covering it has been slow and gradual. The 1931 party were 
unable to locate the ice tongue and, although they found a Vaux 
rock marked ' VX. 7/30/06, 58 Ft. to Ice,' they could not measure 
the retreat beyond an estimate that the nearest visible ice was at 
least 1000 ft. distant from the rock, but it seemed probable that 
ice covered by_morainal detritus was much closer. 
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Y oho Glacier .. 

The Wapta Icefield has an area of some 25 sq. miles, and the Yoho 
Glacier is its largest southern outflow. It is the source of the Yoho 
River, the main tributary of the Kicking Horse River. Situated 
at the head of the wonderful Yoho Valley, it has always been of 
very great interest, owing to the fact that to visit it meant a little 
expedition with riding ponies and generally a return by the high trail 
that circles the valley, in part on the alplands above timber line. 
Tourist requirements have now necessitated a motor road as far as 
the Takakkaw Falls on the eastern side and to Emerald Lake on the 
western side, but it is still possible to ride the trail between these 
two points, and a delightful little chalet is found at the Twin Falls 
for a night's stop. 

The Indian word 'Yoho' is an exclamation expressive of awe~ 
wonder, delight. It fits, for the valley is full of awesome and delight
ful scenic wonders: the Takakkaw Falls, leaping 1200 ft. sheer 
from rim rock; the Twin Falls, a magnificent double leap of 400ft. 
over a precipice, separated only by a black mass of rock, which a 
huge pothole eroded on the upper side has worn to a shell and some 
day will go out, resolving the Twins into a mighty entity. Clouds 
of spray, sent up by the concussion below, add great spectacular 
beauty to the scene.. There are many others of tremendous thrill. 
Little mountain tarns of vivid blues and greens, hidden in the forest 
of pine, spruce, balsam and larch through which the trail winds, 
climax at Emerald Lake, and in every direction are tumbling icefalls 
and vistas of snowy peaks. The phrase ' multum in parvo ' is very 
apt, for I know of no other place in the entire system where such 
an immensity of scenic splendour is comprised within so small an 
area.. The trail route around the Y oho Valley was originally 
designed and constructed by E. J. Duchesney, Assistant General 
Superintendent of the Pacific Division of the Canadian Pacific 
Railway, and as a work of art applied toN ature cannot be surpassed. 

The magnificent ice fa9ade of the Yoho Glacier and the fine cave 
at its forefoot, from which issued the Y oho Torrent, was one of the 

' 

most spectacular features of the valley. Alas, retreat of the ice 
has made it a thing of the past. 

The Vaux observers visited the glacier in 1901 and marked refer
ence rocks for distance to nearest ice. In three years it had receded 
Ill ft. In 1906 the writer, on behalf of the Alpine Club of Canada, 
commenced observations and carried them on annually for thirteen 
years, to 1919. Rocks were marked and the distance measured. 
Comparative photographs were taken from fixed viewpoints. Metal 
plates were also set at intervals across the forefoot and the rate of 
surface flow ascertained by trigonometric methods. The observa
tions were carried on until, owing to disintegration of the forefoot, 
loss of the plates in crevasses and difficulties of access to the marked 
rocks, the measurements .had to be given up. In 1906 the nearest 
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ice was 27 ·5 ft. distant from Rock No. 1. Measurements from the 
same rock by the .A.lpine Club party in 1931 showed the nearest ice 
to be 1238 ft. distant, and the once grand icefall appeared an 
a tten ua ted little ice tongue close up against the western slope of the 
valley. 

A striking feature of the icefall in the earlier days was a range of 
towering seracs showing from the frontal moraine in fantastic shapes 
on the skyline. One day, while photographing the forefoot, a black 
bear walked out on the ice, climbed to the highest point of the seracs, 
and from such strategic position viewed the magnificent scene down 
the valley, then, descending, returned to his original starting point. 
It is to be wondered what he had in mind when n1aking his little 
excursion, or did he too enjoy the thrill of climbing amidst a n1azc 
of seracs ~ 

Robson Glacie'r. 

Similarly t.o the Yoho the Robson Glacier requires a litt le expedi
tion of some 19 miles and, owing to the magnificence of the scenery 
along the pony trail fron1 the railway station, the interest is very 
greatly accentuated. The trail lies beneath the stupendous 
precipices of the western base of Mt. Robson, 12,972 ft . in altitude, 
t.he highest of the Main R ange. It is a most interesting mountain 
to climbers, owing to the difficulties and dangers of the ascent, and 
to the fact that it is subject to very varying climatic conditions; the 
sun may be shining in the valley while a snovv blizzard is raging on 
the mountain. 

Kinney Lake, a picturesque sheet of translucent blue, makes a 
halfway point, and then one enters the ' Valley of a Thousand Falls.' 
The name is somew~hat extravagant, but its significance is made 
apparent on a bright, sunny day when the snows are melting rapidly 
and hundreds of waterfalls spring from the towering rim-rock 
enclosing the valley. I have counted more than a hundred on one 
such occasion. Most of these are ephemeral, but many are 
permanent, such as the White Falls, the Falls of the Pool, the 
Emperor Falls, and others that are nameless. The Emperor Falls 
is one of the outstanding water-leaps of the entire range, due to the 
magnificence of its volume, the overpowering water-blast from it, 
and the raceway of white-water that th11nders for half a mile below 
it in a weird and awesome canyon. 

Soon after leaving the valley, Berg Lake and the summit of the 
pass are reached . From the upper end of Berg Lake the towering 
snow-clad heights of the great massif are seen to best advantage, 
flanked by its N.E. outliers, The Helmet and Rearguard . 
. The pass summit consists of a broad shingle flat at an altitude 
of 5410 ft., a mile in length by half a mile wide. The forefoot of 
Robson Glacier is directly at the summit. It has its source in a 
magnificent amphitheatre immediately E. of Mt. Robson, contained 
by the snow-covered mass of lVIt. R esplendent, 11,240 ft., from 
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whose corniched crest dizzy precipices descend sheer for t housands 
of feet to Re.·plendent Valley below. Ptarmigan Peak (Tit kana 
Pk.), Lynx lYi ountain, and a number of lower elevations complete 
the circumference of the amphitheatre. I t is 4 miles wide, and the 
glacier, from its head to its forefoot, _i s ~orne 5 miles long. Wh~re 
the ice becomes a well-defined flow 1t 1s three-quarters of a m1le 
wide. On the western side of t he watershed, nearer than Berg 

Lynx ~Itn. 
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Showing streams flowing east and west: Nunatak in centr e between streams. 

Lake, lies Lake Adolphus, smaller in area and par tly surrounded by 
forest, but of an exquisite blue. From t he summit both lakes can 
be seen. 

The Robson Glacier is Piedmont in type, and is fed by confluent 
glaciers from icefields high up between the bounding peaks. This 
mighty cirque is unique of its kind. I t is filled with ice and snow, 
rising clear t o the sumn1it of Mt. Resplendent. Enormous masses 
and immense mounds are piled up in wild confusion, high on the 
side of Mt. Robson to the cols between it and The Helmet, and 
between The Helmet and Rearguard. Sheer ice-cliffs and broken 
icefaJls mark the descent of the glacier, and mazes of grotesque 
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seracs add to the spectacular grouping of the scene, a scene of wild 
grandeur and desolation never to be forgotten. 

The Robson Glacier is of surpassing interest, owing to its peculiar 
characteristics. Formerly it consisted of two lobes. The torrent 
from the eastern one had cut through an outlying ridge of Ptarmigan 
Peak, leaving a nunatak isolated at the centre of the forefoot and 
rising to 100 ft. above the floor of the pass. Over it the forward 
sho' e of the ice had piled rock detritus. The run-off from the glacier 
flowed on both sides of the nunatak, the smaller part of the flow 
going E. to Lake Adolphus and forming the initial source of the 
Smoky River, flowing to the Arctic. The bulk of the flow went to 
Berg Lake and by the Robson and Fraser Rivers to the Pacific. The 
ice was then up against the S. side of the nunatak. 

In 1911, at the time of the Alpine Club of Canada's expedition to 
the Rainbow Mountains, of which 1\[t. Robson is the outstanding 
monolith, observations were begun by the writer; rocks were marked 
on both sides of the nunatak and distances measured to the nearest 
ice. The measurements were repeated in 1913 \vhen the Club's 
annual camp was held at Robson Pass su1nmit. They \Vere made 
for the third time in 1922 by H. F. Lambart of the Topographical 
Survey of Canada. In 1924 it was seen that there \Vas no flow E. 
of the nunatak, the entire flow going W. to Berg Lake. 

The 1931 party made measurements and found that in the period 
1911 to 1931, twenty years, the forefoot had retreated 670 ft. and 
had receded so far and shrunk so greatly that the eastern lobe had 
merged with the mass of the forefoot, and there was a broad morainal 
space between it and the nunatak. 

Berg Glacie1·. 

This spectacular glacier falls 5000 ft. from the col between the 
main massif and its outlier, The Helmet, and buries its nose in the 
waters of Berg Lake; indeed, it may be said to fall 7500 ft., for it is 
fed by snow and ice fro1n the very summit of Mt. Robson. The lake 
derives its name from the great blocks that break off with a loud 
report from the tremendously steep icefall and plunge into the lake 
with a resounding splash, sending water up in the air. I have seen 
such a spout rise to a height of 30 ft. The baby icebergs of fantastic 
shapes float to and fro on the vivid blue waters of the lake and add 
greatly to its scenic interest. In 1911 the ice tongue ·w·as buried 
in the water; in the picture it may be seen where the rock is 
beginning to show at \Vater-line, due to retreat. 

F'reshfield Glacier. 

The icefield from vvhich this glacier is the main outflow has an area 
of approximately 20 to 25 sq. miles. It IS bounded by mountains 
bearing the names of well-known mountaineers: Freshfield, ~Iummery, 
Walker, Pilkington, Dent. 
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Sir J ames Hector of the Palliser Expedition discovered the glacier 
in 1859. He est imated it to be 7 miles long by 1! to 2 miles wide. 
At the t ime of the Norman Collie Expedition in 1902, Hermann 
Woolley photographed it. His photographs \Vere interpreted by 
Howard Palmer and Dr. J. ~Ionroe Thorington, in 1922, to indicate 
a retreat of 925 ft . for the ten years. Subsequent observations by 
Dr. Thorington in 1926 and 1930 showed a further retreat of 583ft. ; 
thus, for the full period of twenty-eight years the retreat was esti
mated at a total of 1508 ft . F or the above information concerning 
the Freshfield Glacier the writer is indebted to the kindness of 
Dr. Thorington. 

Lyell Glacier. 

Sir James Hector was also the discoverer, in 1858, of the Lyell 
Glacier. It flows from an icefield dominated by the four peaks of 
lVIt. Lyell, of which the highest summit is 11,495 ft. In his report 
Sir J ames Hector refers to an ancient terminal moraine, and states 
that t he ice then extended to within 100 yds. of it. Observat ions 
made by Dr. Thorington in 1926 found the ice to be about 440 yds. 
from the same moraine, a retreat of approximately 340 yds. since 
1855. In 1930 Dr. Thorjngton ascertained a further retreat of 
250 ft ., making the total retreat from 1858 to 1930, a period of 
seventy-two years, approximately 1270 ft. During the later years 
1926 to 1930 the retreat was accelerated by erosion of the stream 
flowing from the ~Ions Glacier, which had formerly been a tributary 
of the Lyell Glacier, but is now a separate ice-flow. The writer is 
indebted to Dr. Thorington for the above information. 

SMITHSONIAN EXPEDITION. 

In 1904 and 1905 Professor William Hittell Sherzer of Michigan 
State College, on behalf of the Smithsonian Institut ion, made a 
comprehensive survey of the Yoho, Victoria, Illecillewaet and 
Asulkan Glaciers. His results are published in detail in a d~light
fully illustrated monograph reprinted from the Smithsonian M is
cellaneous Collections (quarterly issue), Vol. 47, Part 4, No. 1567, 
and will be found most interesting and instructive. Also, in the 
1908 issue of the Canadian Alpi·ne Journal will be found an art.icle 
written by Dr. Sherzer, entitled 'The Nature and Activity of 
Canadian Glaciers,' dealing with the structure and functions of the 
glaciers referred to therein. 

PURCELL RANGE. 

The Purcell Range, lying directly W. of the headwaters of the 
Columbia Ri ver, presents a fine group of mountains, highly glaciated. 
Here A. A. McCoubrey of Winnipeg, now President of the Alpine 
Club of Canada, has conducted observations of the Toby Glacier 
between 1915 and 1929. No information of his results is at hand 
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beyond the fact that, like the glaciers reviewed above, it is in steady 
retreat. The writer hopes for a detailed paper on the subject for 
the next issue of the Ca1wdian Alpine Journal. 

CoAST RANGE. 

Franklin Glacier. 

Little observation has been made of glaciers in the Coast Range. 
W. A. D. Munday of North Vancouver, B.C., has kindly sent the 
writer some notes of his observations of the Franklin Glacier 
situated near the head of Knight Inlet, opposite the N. end of 
Vancouver Island. He states that it has its origin amidst mountains 
8000 to 13,000 ft. in alt itude and that its length is over 20 miles. 
The forefoot is 600 ft. above sea level. 

His observations were made in 1927 and again in 1930 and 1931. 
They show a retreat of approximately 900 ft. in that interval, and 
a subsidence of the lateral moraines has exposed masses of ice 
200 to 300ft. above the existing margins of the glacier. 

Glaciers in Garibaldi Park. 

Garibaldi Park is situated near the head of Howe Souncl, a few 
hours from Vancouver. It is a delightful area of snowy peaks, 
glaciers, gem-like lakes and flower-decked alplands. Observations 
of the glaciers there have been made by Dr. Neal l\1. Carter of the 
B.C. !\1ountaineering Club and are recorded in a special bulletin 
issued by that Club in 1926. He reportR that all the glaciers noted 
were in active retreat with the exception of the south-western tongue 
of the Helmet Glacier. The Sphinx Glacier showed a retreat of 
400 ft . since 1912, and the Warren Glacier had retreated 150 ft. 
since 1920. 

Mr. l\1unday adds that all the glaciers in the Coast Range of which 
he has kno,vledge are retreating, a retreat accelerated by a recent 
succession of years of less than average precipitation. 

LOCATION. 

The glaciers reviewed in the foregojng text all lie within the 
51st and 52nd degrees of N. lat itude, except the Robson Glacier, 
\V hich is close to the 53rd parallel. In longitude they all lie between 
the 116th and 120th meridians, except the Franklin and Garibaldi 
Park glaciers, which are farther W. The observations recorded point 
to a general recession and shrinkage of the ice, due to a distinct 
decrease in average annual precipitation and increase in average 
annual temperature within the last fifteen years over the areas dealt 
with. 

The observations of the glaciers here referred to and the results of 
the Alpine Club of Canada's Expedition are dealt with in greater 
detail in the 1931 issue of the Canadian Alpine J ournal, p. 120. 
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